Sample EIC Match Program

Service Rifle, Service Pistol, Service Revolver & CMP .22 Rimfire Pistol

The CMP Service Rifle EIC Match, Service Pistol EIC Match, Service Revolver EIC Match or .22 Rimfire EIC Match is sponsored by: insert Club name

Eligibility: Open to all eligible participants. You need not be a member of the NRA or a CMP affiliated club to participate

Time, Date & Match Fees:


Entries: List the number of entries accepted or make note, there must be at least six non-distinguished shooters. Non-Distinguished shooters will get priority.

Awards: Gold, Silver & Bronze Place Medals will be presented to the top three competitors (Distinguished or Non-Distinguished). Gold, Silver & Bronze Achievement Pins will be presented to competitors, by the sponsoring club, after the event (Distinguished or Non-Distinguished), in CMP-Sanctioned EIC Matches, that equal or exceed Achievement Award Scores. Points – Points are given to any non-distinguished shooters who place in the top ten percent of non-distinguished shooters, provided that the score fired by the competitor equals or exceeds the EIC Minimum Credit Score. All Points are issued by the CMP. Minimum EIC Scores – To receive EIC credit points, the score fired by the competitor must equal or exceed the EIC Minimum Credit Score (MCS) for that discipline. See the current edition of the CMP Competition Rulebooks: http://thecmp.org/competitions/cmp-competitions-rulebooks/.

MCS scores for are:

- Service Pistol. 250 x 300
- Service Rifle. 455 x 500
- .22 Rimfire Pistol. 260 x 300
- Service Revolver. 315 x 400

Rules: In accordance with the current edition of the CMP Highpower Rifle Competition Rulebook for Rifle EIC Matches. All Service Pistol EIC Matches, Service Revolver EIC Matches and CMP .22 Rimfire EIC Pistol Matches will be governed by the current edition of CMP Pistol Competition Rules.

Contact: Match Director or contact information